The Red Hat Community Architecture and Leadership Team’s mission is to faciliate the highly
leveraged growth, development and success of communities that are strategic to Red Hat’s
business and brand.
Our team’s mission is inspired by Red Hat’s mission statement: to be the catalyst in communities
of customers, contributors and partners creating better technology the open source way.
We know that stronger communities come from applying principles of the open source way to any
domain, building scaffolding and supporting the emergence of natural and organic leadership. We
work to articulate, enact and teach the open source way.
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Our team is responsible for senior-level strategic and
tactical leadership within the Fedora Project, and
many of us spent large chunks of our careers working
directly on Fedora. We are also responsible for funding
FUDCon and the Ambassadors program.
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Our team regularly contributes to opensource.com,
writing on a variety of topics, primarly around
education and the Teaching Open Source community.
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Within the Teaching Open Source community, our
team runs POSSE, a faculty education series for college
and university professors who wish to redesign their
courses to involve students in open source projects.

Many people see the capabilities and success of
organizations and efforts that seemingly follow the
open source way. What is this way, and how does one
follow it?

We teach summer workshops and provide course
consulting and support (such as a small course and
travel grant) during the school year.

The Open Source Way is a community of
practitioners who are writing down the principles
(what), implementation (how) and examples (why) of
practicing the open source way beyond software
development.

People

Max Spevack (max@redhat.com)

Harish Pillay (hpillay@redhat.com)

spevack on freenode (spevack.livejournal.com)

harish on freenode (harishpillay.wordpress.com)
Mel Chua (mel@redhat.com)
Ian Weller (iweller@redhat.com)

mchua on freenode (blog.melchua.com)

ianweller on freenode (blog.ianweller.org)

Sebastian Dziallas (TBD@redhat.com)
sdziallas on freenode (blog.sdziallas.com)

Karsten Wade (kwade@redhat.com)
quaid on freenode (iquaid.org)

Ryan Rix (rrix@redhat.com)
rrix on freenode (rix.si/index.php/Blag)
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